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powerful multi 
loudspeakers 
  
The SA520 reflects all of SA’s experience and expertise in the construction of compact 
loudspeakers suitable for both music and film. 
  
The SA520 is a champion in the most demanding discipline for a loudspeaker: 
reproducing music so it sounds natural, dynamic and alive. The SA520 will surprise you 
with a quality of sound that greatly exceeds its compact size. The magnetic shielding 
also makes the SA520 ideal as a powerful center channel speaker for demanding home 
cinema enthusiasts. (This version is called the SA520AV.)  
  
options for positioning  

· On the wall with the bracket WB1  
· From the ceiling with the bracket CB1  
· On the floor with the stand FS1  
  
the SA520 is ideal  

· In a sound system for all forms of music  
· As a front speaker in a home cinema  
· As a center channel speaker in a home cinema (as the SA520AV)  
· As the rear speaker in a home cinema  
· With an active subwoofer (SE175 or SE200) in a sound system 

 

 

  
     

technical description  
  
· Extremely fast drive units 
 
· Magnetic shielding 
  
· 2 way d´Appolito design 
 
· Mechanically stable cabinet 
 
· Options for bi-wiring/bi-amping 

  

 



      
  
      

Finish: 
    real wood:        

  

 
black ash 

 
cherry 

 
maple 

 
  

  

  

        

technical specifications    

power handling 150 Watt recommended amplifier min. 25 Watt 

frequency range 43 - 35.000 Hz (+/- 3 
dB) 

packing individually 

impedance 4-8 Ohm weight loudspeaker (kgs) 7,1 

sensitivity (1W / 
1m) 89 dB dimensions (WxHxD) cm 15 x 42,5 x 25,2 

crossover network 3000 Hz (24 dB/oct.) packing dimensions (WxHxD) cm 23,5 x 50 x 35,5 

tweeter 1 pcs. 1" TWG2504AV shipping weight (kgs) 8,3 

woofer 2 pcs. 5 1/4" 
W1408AV 

recommended placement wallbracket, ceilingbracket, floorstand or shelf 

principle 2 way bass reflex 2 years factory warranty from purchase 
date* yes 

biwiring yes recommended accesories WB1 wall bracket, CB1 ceiling bracket, FS3 
floorstand 

magnetic shielding yes    
 

 


